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Abstract 
 

Neutral wire is one form of distribution lines for faults. Neutral wire will cause the neutral 

potential shift and increase the voltage, which may endanger electrical appliances and 

persons. The entire existing neutral wire automatic protection device are to protect the load 

side and there are not protective measures on the supply side. Has load protection side. The 

research of the protection system is that Bi-directional zero-phase method will be taken to 

obtain the voltage and current square wave after the emergence of neutral wire of the load 

side. Then each wave is sampled and the phase difference is calculated by microcomputer 

control system, which will be combined with the neutral current change detection to cut off 

the power of supply side and achieve the automatic protection. The system can well achieve 

automatic protection of neutral wire on the supply side. 

Keywords: neutral wire; supply-side protection; phase difference; bi-directional zero-

phase; single-chip microcomputer 

1. Introduction 

Neutral wire break is one of the forms of power supply line fault. In low voltage three-

phase four wire system TN-S power line, it would cause that the load side of the neutral point 

potential deviation, the voltages on single-phase load are unequal and part of the electricity 

equipment burnt because of overvoltage after neutral wire break, it may endanger electric 

appliances and personal safety when the situation is serious [1-3]. At present, the automatic 

protection of power system aims at the voltage current phase shift, voltage fluctuation and 

harmonic enlargement that caused by the power grid fault, it utilizes microcomputer 

intelligent control system to realize automatic protection to the power of phase difference, 

voltage fluctuation and harmonic change after detecting them [5-6]; we cut off the load after 

neutral wire break to protect the neutral wire break fault in low voltage power supply system, 

protection device is installed at the load side, it has no automatic protection at power supply 

side, system continues to power supply, and there is an electric shock and other security risks. 

The protection device mainly researches the oad-line reduction of power supply side to 

realize automatic protection after neutral wire break in low-voltage three-phase four wire 

system TN-S power supply system. Detecting the power supply voltage, current and neutral 

current through voltage and current transformer; then enter into single-chip microcomputer 

detection and control system after bidirectional zero-phase filter shaping. If current phase 

shift that caused by neutral line break, single chip microcomputer control system calculates 

the phase changes before and after the neutral line break, and judge it combining with the 

change of the neutral line current, analyzing whether the neutral wire is broken or not. If 

appearing the neutral wire break fault, issuing a fault control signal, cutting off the power 

supply, and realizing automatic protection in power supply side. The device is applied in 
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bright lighting engineering in motor control company, after neutral line is accidentally 

disconnected, to realize the automatic protection of the power supply side after neutral wire 

break reliably. 

 

2. Neutral Wire Break 

The neutral line is public loop of three-phase power. The function of the neutral line is to 

maintain the balance of three phase voltage and supply power circuit for the single phase load 

at the same time when star connection of load is asymmetric and there is circuit through the 

neutral wire. 

Power supply system adopts three-phase four wire power to supply, and the load adopts 

star to connect, it is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Connection Diagrammatic Sketch of Three-phase Four-line Power 
Supply System 

2.1. Three-phase Load Balancing 

When the three-phase load equilibrating, if the neutral line is broken, we could obtain the 

following equations due to the power supply is symmetrical. 

0A B CI I I                                                           (1) 
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Three-phase currents are equal, same to the phase, so they have no effect on the operation 

of the system. 

 

2.2. Three-phase Load Unbalancing 

When the three-phase load isn’t equilibrating, it is shown in Figure 2. There is no central 

Line current if the center line disconnects, but we could obtain the following equation. 
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A , B  and C  are not equal in above three current vector equations, the phase difference 

between current and voltage of power supply side will have great changes after neutral wire 

break. 
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Figure 2. Vector Diagram behind the Neutral Line Interruption 

For the three-phase unbalanced load, the migration of neutral point, the imbalance between 

the voltages of three-phase load and the larger changes to the phase of current and voltage 

would be caused by the neutral wire break, it also affects the normal operation of equipment, 

so the neutral wire break line protection is particularly important. 

 

3. Design of Neutral Line Breaking Protection Device 

Neutral line broken protection adopts protection in power supply side, it is shown in Figure 

3.  
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Figure 3. Protection Schematic Diagram of the Neutral Line Interruption 

If K point appears the neutral wire break, then device protection power side cut off the 

power supply, avoiding the three-phase unbalanced load supply voltage that caused by the 

neutral line break and exceed the rated voltage and burn load. 

 

3.1. Protection Device Design 

The neutral line breaking protection device is composed by single chip 

microcomputer, filter shaping circuit, protect the driver circuit, voltage transformer and 

current transformer, it is shown in Figure 4. MCU completes the calculation of the 

phase of phase difference before and after the break, then judges whether the neutra l 

line is broken according to the phase change; three voltage transformer detect the three -

phase voltage, four current transformers were used to detect the phase current and 

neutral current, potentiometer RP is used to set the three-phase unbalanced load factor. 
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Figure 4. Structure Diagram of Protection Device 

3.2. Protection Principle 

According to the three-phase unbalanced load equations, we could know that if the 

neutral line is broken, it would cause the migration of neutral point when the three-

phase load is unbalanced. We utilize current transformer to detect the neutral current 
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and utilize current transformer and voltage transformer to detect the phase difference 

between the three phase current and voltage before and after bolting in the device. If 

there is a neutral line break, the neutral line does not exist current in power supply side, 

the phase difference of current and voltage changes in power supply side at the same 

time, the judgment rule is shown in table 1. If the disconnect system automatically cut 

off the power supply, it would issue a warning at the same time. 

Table 1. Judge Rules of Neutral Wire 

Neutral current Phase difference Conclusion 

No Be Neutral wire break 

No No Three-phase load balancing 

Be No Unbalanced load, Neutral line isn't broken 

Be Be 
Serious unbalanced load, Neutral line isn't 

broken 

 

3.3. Phase Difference Detection 

Phase detection is mainly to detect voltage and current through voltage and current 

transformer, to get the corresponding rectangular square wave signal by shaping filter 

and bi-directional zero crossing discriminator circuit, it is shown in figure 5.  

 

 

Figure 5. Schematic Diagram of Phase Detection 

From Figure 5, we could obtain the phase difference changes of the voltage and 

current, neutral line break before the phase difference is , neutral line break before the 

phase difference is  , the change of the phase difference before and after the break 

is      . 

Collecting the length of time to the voltage current signal maintenance through MCU 

external interrupt input, calculating the phase difference of neutral line break before 

and after, detecting the size of the current in the neutral line at the same time, and  then 

determining whether the neutral line break or not according to the judge rules in table 1, 

to realize the automatic protection function. 
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4. Conclusion 

Glorious lighting engineering in the motor control company, causing single lamp high 

voltage and burn lamps because of neutral accidentally disconnected in the three phase four 

wire TN - S system, there are no burned lamps and lanterns after using the protection device, 

realizing the automatic protection about the power supply side after neutral line break 

reliably. 
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